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ABSTRACT
A high-speed data downlink system provides many challenges for a CubeSat design. Two major aspect
are an adequate power management as well as the thermal implications of the dissipated power. The goal of
the 6U CubeSat EIVE is to prove the feasibility of an E-band link at 71-76 GHz and explore the influence of
different atmospheric conditions on the link quality. The requirements of the E-band transmitter in terms
of mass, volume, power and pointing accuracy outline the specific constraints imposed on the design of the
satellite bus. The major design drivers of the system are the peak power demand of 60 W for the payload
itself and the required pointing accuracy of less than 1◦ . To cope with these demands, general design
considerations, the choice of the orbit and the operation of the satellite are discussed. A special focus is the
power generation and consumptions by means of a dynamic attitude and power simulation. The thermal
simulation is verified by building a detailed structural and thermal replica of the satellite to investigate the
heat dissipation. An overview of the current EIVE CubeSat platform design concludes this paper.
Mission Definition

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the E-band main payload is to
investigate the quality of the radio link for various
signal configurations under different conditions like
weather, slant range and elevation above the horizon. A high bandwidth, remotely adjustable DigitalAnalog Converter (DAC) is used to transmit pseudorandom bit sequences in different modulation formats and with different data rates. Additionally,
the transmission of uncompressed 4k video data or
playback of recorded on-board data and images via
the E-band transmitter is planned.

Motivation
The global demand for high data rate communication leads to the utilisation of ever-increasing
frequencies of the microwave spectrum. While the
capabilities of transmission links in the waveguide
E-band (IEEE V/W-band) have so far been demonstrated for terrestrial and aviation links,1 the implementation and test of E-band radio equipment for
space applications are still new. Thus, the objective
of the Exploratory In-orbit Verification of an E-band
link (EIVE) project is to investigate the capabilities of an experimental transmitter operating in the
71-76 GHz range which recently was released by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The
E-band transmitter, developed by the ILH, Fraunhofer IAF and Radiometerphysics GmbH, is selected
as the primary payload for a 6U CubeSat.2 The
state-of-the-art RF analog frontend E-Band transmitter, designed using solid state technologies together with the suitable digital data generation,
poses unique challenges for the satellite bus developed by the IRS, which are presented in this paper.
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Payload Requirements
The requirements of the E-band payload are
the major design driver for the satellite bus. An
overview of the principle properties of the E-band
payload’s components as of June 2021 and excluding
margins is shown in Table 1. The E-band payload
utilises two to three 10 x 10 x 10 cm3 units of the 6U
CubeSat as well as almost 2 kg of the 11 kg mass
available in total. Furthermore, the transmitter antenna gain is 33 dBi, obtained from a waveguide horn
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Table 1: Specifications of the E-band payload
Component

Mass /
volume

Voltage
/ power

Satelite bus
interface

E-band
modules

1120 g
1500 cm3

3.3/6/11 V
∼ 36 W

Power,
2x I/Q data

4k video
camera

325 g
846 cm3

7-19 V
7.5 W

Power, RS485,
3x SDI

PLOC +
DAC

325 g
335 cm3

8-30 V
4-17 W

Power,
2x UART

fully redundant systems with multiple On-Board
Computer (OBC) cores or Power Control and Distribution Units (PCDU) are not feasible due to the
volume, power and mass constraints. Thus, a best
practice effort is chosen to cope with the challenges
of a complex CubeSat. The EIVE CubeSat incorporates flight-proven Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) CubeSat hardware for the most critical systems such as the OBC, TT&C, PCDU and the ACS
actuators. Self-developed systems such as the ACS
inertial sensor board or the Thermal Control System
(TCS) are equipped with redundant chips arranged
in an A and B set. Data buses known to be susceptible to failure such as I2C have a limited number
of chips attached while the SPI bus with numerous
attached chips has reliable buffers to disconnect possibly faulty chips from the bus. A ”careful COTS
light” approach similar to the proposal by Sinclair
and Dyer8 is chosen for custom built electronic hardware. By selecting COTS chips with an elevated Total Ionising Dose (TID) threshold and a low susceptibility for Single Event Effects (SEE), the risk of radiation induced system failure can be reduced. A good
source of experimental data on electronic components is the IEEE Radiation Effects Data Workshop
(REDW) proceedings.9 However, choosing parts by
REDW results is rather an indication than a substitute for radiation tests since the results can vary between chips from different lots, changes due to chip
redesigns unknown to the authors as well as certain
deviations resulting from individual test set-ups and
the measuring approaches of the REDW contributors.

antenna, and the receiver antenna gain is 59 dBi,
obtained from a 1.2 m parabolic Cassegrain-type reflector antenna at the ground station. Those highly
directive antenna beams require an accuracy of less
than 1◦ on the satellite side and 0.3◦ at the ground
station receiver, located in Stuttgart, Germany, to
ensure a reasonable and sustainable power density
at the receiver.3 This is a major design driver for
the Attitude Control System (ACS). The most challenging constraint imposed by the primary payload
is the high power demand, which also results in significant local heating and thus has implications for
the thermal design of the EIVE CubeSat. Moreover, the high-frequency components are internally
equipped with inefficient linear converters to achieve
a stable power supply voltage. This compromise between power efficiency as well as temperature stability on the one hand and low-noise operation on the
other hand must be made when choosing the supply
voltages. A paper by Manoliu et al.4 provides more
detailed insight into the function and operation of
the E-band payload with the focus on the Payload
On-board Computer (PLOC).
METHODS AND APPROACH

Power Management and Operations

General Design Considerations

The power consumption of the EIVE CubeSat
varies greatly depending on the mode of operation.
A simplified version of the power budget including
the most important operational modes is shown in
Table 2. These power consumption values include
duty cycles and component margins of 5%, 15% or
20% for known, improved and new equipment according to the SMAD.10
The sun pointing or safe-mode, in which the
satellite is facing the sun direction with the deployable panels (+Z axis), yields the maximum generated solar power while having a small consumption
of approximately 10 W. This is possible since the Eband payload, PLOC as well as most high-level attitude control systems (e.g. star tracker, reaction
wheels) are deactivated.
During the satellite passes over a ground station,
the additional power draw of the S-band transmitter

The design of the EIVE 6U CubeSat is influenced by the IRS’s previously built Flying Laptop
small satellite, which is operating successfully since
its launch in 2017.5,6 However, it is impossible to directly scale down the system architecture of a small
satellite to a microsatellite since electronic components, in contrast to the structure, do not scale
linearly with the spacecraft size. Thus, the design transfer is limited to reusing the Flight Software Framework (FSFW)7 as well as operational aspects concerning the ACS and the Telemetry and
Control System (TT&C). As for all CubeSat buses
the choice between a redundant and therefore robust system at the cost of low performance and
higher complexity must be weighed against a complex and capable system with the prospects of possible higher risks and reduced lifetimes. For EIVE,
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the GAFE framework.11 GAFE simulates the orbital
mechanics in combination with models for the space
environment such as the magnetic field, the sun vector and the shading of the satellite by the Earth.
The satellite is represented by its physical properties
such as mass and moment of inertia as well as sensor and actuator models for all relevant ACS components. Control algorithms for de-tumbling, sun
pointing and target pointing can be implemented to
manipulate the attitude of the satellite in accordance
with the simulated space environment. This enables
a realistic simulation of the generated power input
in accordance with the attitude and illumination situation.
A simple model that calculates the generated
power based on the sun vector ~ssun , the deployment angle of the deployable solar panels αpanel as
well as the panel temperature Tpanel is used to calculate the specific power generation depending on
the attitude of the satellite towards the sun. The
assumptions of the model are that the cells are always kept at the maximum power point, that a cosine law can represent the angular dependency of the
photo-current and that the transmission and reflection model of the solar cells itself can be based on
the approximations by Krauter et al.12 and Sjeros
et al.13 Furthermore, the photo current is limited to
the current of the cell in each string with the least
illuminated area and a power conversion efficiency of
85% is multiplied with the solar cell values. Figure 1
shows a slice through the Y Z-plane of the satellite’s
power generation envelope with the deployment angle of the deployable solar cells as a free parameter.
The blue curve shows that the power generation in
the folded configuration peaks at 16 W in ±Y direction, whereas peak power of around 32 W is provided

Table 2: Simplified power budget
Power consumption∗

Mode

expected

+15% margin

Safe / charge

10.17 W

11.70 W

S-band pass

35.07 W

40.33 W

E-band pass w/
DAC

93.02 W

106.97 W

E-band pass w/
4K Camera

98.27 W

113.01 W

∗ including

duty cycles and component margins

and the reaction wheels increase the consumption to
approximately 35 W. Thus, the consumption during
S-band passes already slightly surpasses the maximum possible generated solar power of the satellite.
Note, that in general sun pointing cannot be maintained during target pointing to a ground station.
The peak power events with 93 or 98 W are generated by the science modes during which the E-band
transmitter in addition to the PLOC and the DAC
or the PLOC and the 4K camera, respectively, are
active. Moreover, the high level ACS components
such as the reaction wheels and the star tracker are
active to obtain the required pointing accuracy. Obviously, the modes with active E-band transmission
surpass the power generation capabilities and lead
to a rapid decline of the battery charge. Thus, Eband transmissions are limited in length by the battery capacity and should be conducted only for a few
minutes during the high-inclination passes over the
Stuttgart ground station. Afterwards, the satellite
has to enter a charge mode to replenish the battery
in the consequent orbits. A typical operation scenario with an S-band pass in the first orbit, a high
elevation E-band pass in the second orbit, another
S-band pass in the third orbit and consecutive battery recharge phase is presented in the next section.
It is expected that of the two to three possible high
elevation passes each day only an average of one Eband downlink every day will be used. Apart from
the downlinks over the ground stations, the satellite
will spend most of the time pointing towards the
sun to recharge the battery. During this time, the
secondary solar cell characterisation experiment can
measure I-V curves, solar cell temperatures and TID
data.
Dynamic Power Simulation
Since the expected power demand is at the limits of the technical abilities of such a small satellite,
a detailed power simulation is conducted to ensure
the viability of the concept and check if the battery
discharge leads to critical State of Charge (SoC) levels of the battery. The simulation is set up within
Koller

Figure 1: Power generation in the YZ plane
of the satellite
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by the fully unfolded satellite panels in +Z direction.
The power consumption rates for the simulation including the 15% margin are taken from Table 2. The
battery charge Ebat can then be budgeted in each
time step ∆t of the GAFE simulation by calculating the difference between the generated power Pgen.
and the consumed power Pcon.
Ebat (t + ∆t) = Ebat (t) − ∆t · Pcon. (mode)

(1)

+ ∆t · Pgen. (~ssun , αpanel,1−2 , Tpanel,0−4 )
The battery charge is clipped at the minimum and
maximum values of the physical hardware of 0 and
77 Wh.
The simulation scenario as depicted Figure 2 represents the typical science operation of the EIVE
satellite in a Sun-Synchronous Orbit(SSO) with
500 km altitude and a Local Time of the Ascending Node (LTAN) of 16:00. The satellite starts
with a fully charged battery one orbit before the
first relevant pass over Stuttgart during which the
pointing mode with S-band transmissions is active. An E-band transmission is executed during
the third orbit since the reasonably high inclination over the horizon at the Stuttgart ground station leads to a closure of the E-band link budget. The forth pass again include S-band operations. The ACS equipment is activated before the
satellite enters the range of the ground station and
switched off once the pass is complete as indicated
with the green dotted line of Figure 2. Afterwards,
the satellite replenishes its battery charge in the
consecutive orbits. The results of the simulation
are depicted in Figure 3. The consumed power
is visualized with the green curve in Figure 3 and
shows steps that result from the mode transitions
from safe mode via an ACS target acquisition mode
to the S- or E-band transmission mode and back.

Figure 3: Battery state of charge, power generation and consumption during multiple simulated orbits
The generated power, as depicted with the brown
curve, shows the availability of solar power throughout the orbits and is dependent on the accuracy
of the magnetic attitude control. The gains of the
pointing controller are yet to be found, thus the conservative assumption was made that no power is generated during target pointing. The state of charge of
the battery is represented by the blue curve and indicates that an S-band pass consumes approximately
10% of the battery capacity while an E-band pass
draws even 20% of the total available stored energy.
The SoC of the battery recovers during the consequent orbits if proper sun pointing can be managed.

Thermal Design and Verification
Similar to the power management, the dissipated
electrical power and its fluctuations in magnitude
require a detailed thermal design and verification
campaign. A cold-bias approach using passive thermal mechanisms with additional resistive heaters is
applied in order to ease the power budget and reduce the system complexity. The high power density of the E-band transmitter motivates the thermal
decoupling of the high frequency components from
the main satellite bus. Additional heat spreaders,
mounted on components with significant heat dissipation such as the PLOC, the OBC, the DAC and
the payload PCDU, are necessary to control the heat
dissipation within the printed circuit board stack.
The verification method of the thermal design is
shown in Figure 4. A thermal model of the satellite
with the orbit boundary conditions is inferred from
the computer-aided design model.

Figure 2: Ground track of five simulated orbits with ground station and view cones
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real space conditions. Also, approximations in the
modelling of the dummies and inaccuracies in the
simulated space environment would lead to incorrect predictions. A computer-aided simulation can
help here. It must be ensured that the selected
parameters in this simulation, such as heat transfer coefficients, conductance values or optical parameters, have been chosen appropriately so that
predictions can be made how the real satellite will
behave in space. A suitable choice of parameters
can be found by the evaluation of the STM test results. The second thermal digital simulation simulates the EIVE CubeSat under the boundary conditions of the thermal vacuum chamber of the Institute of Space Systems. During the actual Thermal
Vacuum (TV) test, the individual heating elements
mentioned above are activated and their individual
impact on the temperature distribution is observed.
By correlating the temperatures between the simulation of the model in the test chamber and the thermal test itself, the digital model is thus improved.
By adapting the boundary conditions to those of
the actual orbit of EIVE, sufficient thermal predictions can be made. In order to be able to observe
as many parameters in the STM as possible, individual single heating elements are activated for the
first part of the EIVE STM test in a geometrically
well distributed manner and waited until thermal
equilibrium has been reached. These tests are called
thermal balance tests. To ensure that only internal
effects are recorded, the CubeSat is suspended with
wires inside the thermal shroud to thermally decoupled the STM model CubeSat from the vacuum
chamber. The second part of the tests includes the
simultaneous activation of a combination of heaters
to replicate the actual operational modes as payload
operations or the safe-mode. These thermal impositions could reveal critical spots of the model. Furthermore, this test can provide limited evidence of
the possible operating time of the thermally critical
E-band operation.

iterate if necessary
Digital
satellite model

infer

provides
information

simplify &
construct
Physical
STM
conduct

Digital satellite
thermal model
BC: Orbit

infer

TV-STM
tests

Digital STM
thermal model
BC: TV chamber
improve
w/results

Figure 4: Thermal verification approach
Since the correct thermal design approach for the
EIVE CubeSat is imperative to the success of the
mission, thermal simulations alone are not enough
to verify the thermal design. Therefore, a mock-up
model of the satellite is built that replicates the real
satellite as good as possible. The Structure Thermal Model (STM) consists of the prototype satellite
aluminium structure as well as dummy versions of
all subsystems. A model of the STM is depicted
in Figure 5. The design of the dummy components
tries to replicate the shape, material and mass/thermal capacity of the real satellite hardware as close
as possible. Local heating can be achieved by 16
heaters mounted on all relevant components that
dissipate the same power than the real components.
Temperatures are measured using 36 PT1000 resistance thermometers. As the staffing requirements
as well as the infrastructural and financial effort
would be disproportionately to a university project,
the overall goal of this model is not to replicate the

Orbit Selection
Two important parameters of the orbit are the
free-space path loss, defined by the slant range
and the atmospheric attenuation which increases
if the elevation of the satellite above the horizon as seen by the ground station is low. Reasonably high elevations that occur on a regular
basis can be achieved if an orbit with a high
inclination is chosen since the ground-based Eband receiver is located in Stuttgart, Germany.
This motivates the choice of a SSO for the EIVE

Figure 5: The structure-thermal model of the
EIVE CubeSat
Koller
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high elevations passes while being in-line with the
space debris mitigation code of conduct. A dynamic
link budget, as presented by Schoch et al.,3 suggests that such a SSO offers the necessary margins
to transmit data with a bandwidth of up to 5.0 GHz.
The last important parameter of a SSO is the LTAN.
LTANs around 6:00/18:00 lead to a permanent illumination of the solar panels and thus a maximum
power yield. The drawback of such a dusk-dawn
orbit is the difficult thermal management as well as
images with long shadows. It is desirable to not only
have a positive power budget during normal operation, but also to survive if the satellite is tumbling
and the power generation is significantly reduced.
This effect is depicted in Figure 7. The horizontal
lines show the consumption in the safe mode and a
safe mode with additional heating demand. If both
panels are successfully deployed, all LTANs can be
chosen with varying margins and under the condition that no additional heating needs to be added
if the satellite is tumbling. In case of unsuccessful
or partial deployment of the solar panels, a LTAN
below 8:00 or above 16:00 would at least yield limited possibilities to conclude the scientific objectives
if the satellite’s attitude is stable.
However, as with all CubeSat piggy-back
launches, the orbit cannot be freely selected and
is dependent on the available launch opportunities.
Thus, the considerations from this section provide
the reasoning for the final choice of the launch.

Figure 6: DRAMA simulation results for the
EIVE satellite in a circular SSO orbit
mission and additionally provides a constant illumination situation simplifying the power generation.
Moreover, the selection of the orbital height, which
defines the slant range, is limited on the lower end
by the minimum mission duration of one year and
on the upper end by the European space debris mitigation code of conduct, which permits objects to
remain in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) for a maximum
of 25 years.14
Simulation results of the EIVE CubeSat in circular SSOs of multiple orbital heights calculated with
the DRAMA tool (V.3.0.3, 2019)15 are depicted in
Figure 6. A SSO with an orbital height between 475
and 525 km is selected, which guarantees frequent

SATELLITE PLATFORM
The EIVE CubeSat features a 6U structure with
two deployable solar panels in addition to two bodymounted solar panels with a total of 64 solar cells
as depicted in Figure 9. This configuration allows
the panels’ power output to reach 42 W if they are
perfectly facing the sun. If the CubeSat is not in a
sun pointing mode or tumbling, the solar panels still
yield enough power to supply the basic components
of the bus. The nadir direction features the E-band
and one of the two S-band antennas as well as the
4K camera. The second S-band antenna, the star
tracker and two GNSS antennas are mounted on the
zenith panel of the EIVE CubeSat.
Figure 8 shows the arrangement of components
inside the EIVE CubeSat. In order to fulfil the
pointing requirements, the CubeSat has a star
tracker and reaction wheels to achieve both a good
attitude knowledge as well as precise and rapid attitude control. In addition, the EIVE CubeSat features a combination of twelve coarse sun sensors,
four gyroscopes, five magnetometers and two GNSS

Figure 7: Power budget consideration in relation to the LTAN and the orbital height
Koller
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Nominal sun
direction

receivers. The attitude control in both safe and idle
mode is performed using the magnetorquers without
the reaction wheels to conserve power. The OBC is
based on a system-on-a-chip solution running a flight
software based on the framework developed for the
Flying Laptop mission of the IRS.7 Telecommand
and telemetry data is received and sent via an Sband transceiver using the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) protocol. In addition to the commercial PCDU, which supplies the
bus with multiple 3.3 V, 5 V and 8 V power lines, a
custom payload PCDU is necessary to cope with the
special needs of the radio frequency components of
the E-band transmitter as previously presented in
Table 1. The TCS system consists of 16 PT1000
sensors and eight heaters attached to critical points
within the satellite. The EIVE CubeSat also carries a secondary payload aiming to characterise a
set of ten established and novel solar cells in-orbit
by measuring I-V curves while monitoring the cell
temperatures and the accumulated TID.
Solar Cell
Experiment

S-band
antenna

Star tracker

Zenith
direction

Solar test
cells
Deployable solar
panels

Nadir
direction

Bodymounted
solar panels

Figure 9: Orientation and solar panel configuration of the EIVE CubeSat

Reaction
wheels

Battery

PCDU

Payload
PCDU

12x Sun
sensors

Magnettorquers
IF PCB
ACS PCB
TCS PCB
OBC

DAC

Radiofrequency
modules
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S-band
S-band
4K camera
E-band horn
antenna
transceiver
antenna
Figure 8: Component arrangement within the EIVE CubeSat
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Electronic Systems (COMCAS). IEEE, Nov.
2019, pp. 1–5. doi: 10 . 1109 / COMCAS44984 .
2019.8958387.

The EIVE mission aims to fly a state of the art
71-76 GHz E-band transmitter as a technical demonstrator and to investigate the link quality under different conditions. The main challenges of the Eband transmitter payload are the power consumption of approximately 36 W for the payload itself,
the thermal management and the necessary pointing accuracy of better than 1◦ . In order to ensure
the adequate power management, a dynamic attitude and power simulation is used which shows that
a typical operational scenario with two S-band and
one E-band passes lead to a SoC of 80% with a recovery to full battery charge within the next two orbits.
Moreover, certain techniques for the thermal management of the EIVE CubeSat are introduced. To
verify the thermal design, a mock-up model of the
satellite is built to conduct thermal vacuum test, the
results of which can be used to improve the thermal
simulation model. A SSO with an orbital height of
475 to 525 and a LTAN of around 8:00/16:00 are
optimally suited for the EIVE CubeSat. Finally, a
solution to accommodate the E-band payload and
all other systems necessary to supplement the operation of the satellite is presented.
As of June 2021, the design phase of the EIVE
CubeSat has been concluded and the project is now
in the ”flat sat” phase. The first thermal vacuum
and vibration tests intended to verify the thermal
and structural design are planned for the second half
of 2021. The launch of the EIVE CubeSat is scheduled for 2022.
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